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Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë

St. Thomas Island Hwy Improvements, Charlotte Amalie

The Journals of Charlotte Forten Grimké

The Works of Charlotte, Emily, and Anne Brontë: Villette

Memoirs of the late mrs King [Charlotte Sophia, consort of George iii] otherwise the diamond q-n., with biographical anecdotes

Charlotte

Smith is shown to be both an innovator and a significant figure in understanding Romantic conceptions of gender. As the first book devoted to a serious critical study of Smith's poetry, Charlotte Smith: Romanticism, poetry and the culture of gender will appeal to professional scholars and students alike. —Jacket.

The Journals of Charlotte Forten Grimké

Charlotte Brontë

St. Thomas Island Hwy Improvements, Charlotte Amalie

Charlotte Salomon is born into a family stricken by suicide and a country at war – but there is something exceptional about her. She has a gift, a talent for painting. And she has a great love, for a brilliant, eccentric musician. But just as she is coming in to her own as an artist, death is coming to control her country. The Nazis have come to power and, a Jew in Berlin, her life is narrowing – she is kept from her art, torn from her love and her family, chased from her country. And still she is not safe, not from the madness that has hunted her family, or the one griping Europe . . . Charlotte is a heart-breaking true story – inspiring, unflinching, awful, hopeful – of a life filled with curiosity, animated by genius and cut short by hatred. A beautifully, lucidly told memorial, it has become an international sensation.

Charlotte

The rapid evolution of Charlotte, North Carolina, from "regional backwater" to globally ascendant city provides stark contrasts of then and now. Once a regional manufacturing and textile center, Charlotte stands today as one of the nation's premier banking and financial cores with interests reaching broadly into global markets. Once defined by its biracial and bicultural character, Charlotte is now an emerging immigrant gateway drawing newcomers from Latin America and across the globe. Once derided for its sleepy, nine-to-five “uptown,” Charlotte's center city has been wholly transformed by residential gentrification, corporate headquarters construction, and amenity-based redevelopment. And yet, despite its rapid transformation, Charlotte remains distinctively southern—globalizing, not yet global. This book brings together an interdisciplinary team of leading scholars and local experts to examine Charlotte from multiple angles. Their topics include the banking industry, gentrification, boosterism, architecture, city planning, transit, public schools, NASCAR, and the African American and Latino communities. United in the conviction that the experience of this Sunbelt city—center of the nation's fifth-largest metropolitan area—offers new insight into today's most pressing urban and suburban issues, the contributors to Charlotte, NC: The Global Evolution of a New South City ask what happens when the external forces of globalization combine with a city's internal dynamics to reshape the local structures, landscapes, and identities of a southern place.

Memoirs of the late mrs King [Charlotte Sophia, consort of George iii] otherwise the diamond q-n., with biographical anecdotes
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anecdotes

Charlotte Temple

Collects postcards depicting hotels, parks, residences, schools, government buildings, theaters, and churches in Charlotte, North Carolina.

Charlotte Corday

Greek history told in short stories, from ancient times to the Kingdom Of Greece in the 19th century. Not only entertaining for young readers! Originally released in 1876.

Charlotte Lennox

It's hard to believe how much has changed in Charlotte since the first edition of this book. New restaurants, shops, entertainment venues, and even a light rail line have opened. Anyone who has spent time in this city knows that it is growing fast—and with good reason. From the ultimate outdoor playground at the U.S. National Whitewater Center to a booming brewery scene, Charlotte is full of fun activities and hot spots. In these pages you'll find easy-to-follow suggestions for family-friendly festivals, cultural stops, top shops, and can't-miss dining destinations alongside insider tips and itineraries. Whether you’re a rare CLT native hoping to check off your bucket list or new-to-town and looking for weekend adventures, consider this your handy guide to discovering why Charlotte is one of the country’s fastest growing—and coolest—cities.

Charlotte Smith and the Sonnet

Charlotte Temple

Charlotte Sometimes

1942. Londres vit à l’heure du blitz, la France à celle de Vichy. La jeune Ecossaise, Charlotte Gray se rend à Londres pour soutenir l’effort de guerre. Contactée par l’Intelligence Service pour une périlleuse mission de renseignements au cœur de la France occupée, Charlotte n’accepte que dans l’espoir de retrouver le pilote de la RAF qu’elle aime, porté disparu en mission. Parachutée dans le Sud-Ouest de la France, elle rejoint le village de Lavaurette où l’attend Julien Levade, chef de la Résistance locale. Dans un pays déchiré, le destin de Charlotte va alors basculer. L’itinéraire d’une femme exceptionnelle dans la tourmente des années noires

Charlotte Smith

Elizabeth Gaskell’s biography of her close friend Charlotte Brontë was published in 1857 to immediate popular acclaim, and remains the most significant study of the enigmatic author who gave Jane Eyre the subtitle An Autobiography. It recounts Charlotte Brontë’s life from her isolated childhood, through her years as a writer who had “foreseen the single life” for herself, to her marriage at thirty-eight and death less than a year later. The resulting work – the first full-length biography of a woman novelist by a woman novelist – explored the nature of Charlotte’s genius and almost single-handedly created the Brontë myth.

Charlotte

Charlie Kincaid has moved to Washington, DC, to get away from her spoiled ex-girlfriend Madison and an unsavory association with a popular item at her trendy Portland bakery, The Charlie Pie™. The delicious treat is a frosted blueberry tart secretly named after Charlie’s vagina. Now what was once a sexy
secret has turned into the most talked about dessert in southern Maine—with knockoffs in every store and a radio jingle on repeat. Renaming herself Charlotte, Charlie moves with her twin brother Daniel to the Georgetown guest house of their great aunt, internationally known artist Wellesley Kincaid. On a wild night out, Charlotte notices green-eyed Lily and sparks fly. When chance throws them together again, the sparks take fire. Charlotte finds herself hopeful that a relationship with the young lawyer might grow. Then the fledgling romance is threatened when Madison makes a surprise trip to DC—looking for a way back into Charlotte’s life. Will the trust Charlotte and Lily have built withstand the test of Madison’s return? Maybe Charlotte is the story of two women overcoming the disappointments of past relationships to forge one that is uniquely their own. A Sequel to Claiming Camille.

Soil Survey, Charlotte County, Virginia

100 Things to Do in Charlotte Before You Die, Second Edition

Having moved into a trailer and been roped into coaching the local softball team, newly widowed Charlotte Figg discovers that Fergus Wrinkel abuses his wife, Suzy, and sets out to find a way to save Suzy from Fergus, in the process coming to a difficult realization about her own painful marriage. Original.

Charlotte Brontë

A story of seduction, betrayal and retribution. It is a sentimental, moralistic novel of Eighteenth century that leaves the protagonist, Charlotte, in the midst of a cunning and unforgiving world. The quest of love leaves her in America; lonely and away from home. With moral teachings and guidelines for women, the novel instantly captivates.

Charlotte Gray

Autobiographical paintings by a German-Jewish woman who fled to France in the Thirties and later died in the Holocaust.

Charlotte Figg Takes Over Paradise

Remembering Charlotte

Charlotte Lennox (c.1729-1804) was an eighteenth-century London author whose most celebrated novel, The Female Quixote (1752), is just one of eighteen works published over forty-three years. Her stories of independent women influenced Jane Austen, especially in her novels Northanger Abbey and Sense and Sensibility. Susan Carlile’s biography places Lennox in the context of intellectual and cultural history and focuses on her role as a central figure in the professionalization of authorship in England. Lennox participated in the most important literary and social discussions of her time, including debates concerning female authorship, the elevation of Shakespeare to national poet, and the role of periodicals as didactic texts for an increasingly literate population. Lennox also contributed to making Greek drama available for English-language audiences and pioneered the serialization of novels in magazines. Carlile’s work is the first biographical treatment to consider a new cache of correspondence released in the 1970s and reveals how Lennox was part of an ambitious and progressive literary and social movement.

The Poems of Charlotte Brontë

Charlotte Mason in a ‘Readers Digest’ version. :-) Concise chapter-by-chapter summaries of all six of Charlotte Mason’s volumes in one convenient book. This is a print version of the summaries that are online for free at http://www.amblesideonline.org/CM/CMSummaries.html

Charlotte
It is Charlotte's first night at boarding school. But when she wakes up, the girl in the next bed is not the person who was sleeping there the evening before. And the new building outside her window seems to have metamorphosed into a huge, dark cedar tree! Somehow, Charlotte has slipped back forty years.

Charlotte Corday; an historical tale

For lovers of Pride and Prejudice and Longbourn, an intoxicating novel that tells the story of Charlotte Lucas, who marries the unfortunate Mr Collins after Lizzy Bennet spurns him.

Charlotte Brontë and Victorian Psychology

The first book in a witty, suspenseful new series about a brilliant new crime-solving duo: the teen descendants of Sherlock Holmes and John Watson. This clever page-turner will appeal to fans of Maureen Johnson and Ally Carter. Jamie Watson has always been intrigued by Charlotte Holmes; after all, their great-great-great-grandfathers are one of the most infamous pairs in history. But the Holmes family has always been odd, and Charlotte is no exception. She’s inherited Sherlock’s volatility and some of his vices—and when Jamie and Charlotte end up at the same Connecticut boarding school, Charlotte makes it clear she’s not looking for friends. But when a student they both have a history with dies under suspicious circumstances, ripped straight from the most terrifying of the Sherlock Holmes stories, Jamie can no longer afford to keep his distance. Danger is mounting and nowhere is safe—and the only people they can trust are each other.

NC-160 Relocation, Charlotte

“One only Daughter”: a short account of Charlotte H. R. To which are added, Select Hymns, etc

The Life of Charlotte Bronte

This edition of Charlotte Brontë's poems, first published in 1985, although not "complete", provides a reliable text of all of her available verse, as well as a detailed history of the whereabouts of Charlotte’s manuscripts, the story of their publication over the years, and a commentary of the poetry itself. This title will be of interest to students of English Literature.

A Study in Charlotte

Charlotte Mason Summaries

Life Stories

"Exploring Charlotte Smith's Elegiac Sonnets, author Bethan Roberts clarifies their 'place', understood in multiple ways, in literary history. It argues that Smith's work engages more deeply with tradition than has hitherto been realised and revises our understanding not only of Smith's career but also of the sonnet in eighteenth-century England"--

Lady Charlotte’s Revenge

All adult speakers in Western cultures have life stories argues Charlotte Linde, and the ways in which these life stories are formed and exchanged with others have a powerful effect on all of us. Life stories express our sense of self, who we are and how we got that way. According to Linde, we also use these stories to show that our lives can be understood as coherent, and to assert or negotiate group membership. These life stories take part in the highest level of social constructions, since they are built on cultural assumptions about what is expected in a life, what the norms for a successful life are, and
what common or special belief systems are necessary to establish coherence. The life story, illuminated by this engrossing study, is a form of everyday discourse which has not previously been precisely defined or studied. It is an oral, discontinuous unit, consisting of stories which are retold in a variety of forms over a long period of time, and which may be revised and changed as the speaker comes to drop old meanings and add new ones to parts of the life story. The life story is a particularly rich and important area for study, because it represents a crossroads of linguistic structure and social practice. Linde's analysis is of importance to linguistics, as well as having broader implications for anthropology, psychology, and sociology.

Aunt Charlotte's Greek History
Diaries of a nineteenth-century scholar, reformer, teacher, and writer

The Living of Charlotte Perkins Gilman
Charles Royce was but thirteen years of age when his stepfather, the Earl of Weybridge, arranged for his kidnap and murder. But instead of burying his body in a shallow grave, as ordered by the earl, his kidnapper sells him to the Captain of a slave ship bound for Jamaica. Eighteen years later, when Charles returns to London society to attain his revenge, it is as a very different person indeed. For, whilst in Jamaica, Charles becomes Charlotte, a beautiful young debutante and wife to one of the richest plantation owners on the island. When her husband succumbs to yellow fever, the beautiful and fabulously rich Lady Charlotte returns to England with one ambition in mind—the complete and utter destruction of the Earl of Weybridge. Lady Charlotte soon discovers, however, that revenge is not a dish best served cold, after all. Instead, she discovers revenge is a dish best tempered with love for her friends, with love for her family, and with her love for a very special man.

LITTLE MRS. COLLINS: Charlotte Lucas; A young lady without Pride or Prejudice
Charlotte, NC

Charlotte Corday
The early twentieth-century writer, feminist, and social reformer recounts her upbringing, development, and career

Maybe Charlotte
Charlotte Brontë's fiction is examined in the context of Victorian constructions of psychology, sexuality, and insanity.